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RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS ADMITTING AN INFINITESIMAL
CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION

BY KENTARO YANO AND SUMIO SAWAKI

§ 1. Introduction.

Let M be a differentiate connected Riemannian manifold of dimension n
covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U\ξh}, and let g^ be components
of the metric tensor with respect to this coordinate system, where and in the sequel
the indices h,i,j, ••• run over the range 1,2, •••,». Let Pz, KkjJ1, K& and K be the
operator of covariant differentiation with respect to Christoffel symbols {$} formed
with Qji, the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature respectively.

An infinitesimal transformation vh is said to be conformal if it satisfies

(1.1) j:gji=PjVi+Pivί=2pgji9

where X denotes the operator of Lie differentiation with respect to υh, Vi=gihv
h and

(1.2) p=— P0*.

If p=constant in (1.1), the transformation is said to be homothetic and if p=Q
in (1.1), the transformation is called an isometry. It is known that an infinitesimal
homothetic transformation in a compact Riemannian manifold is an isometry.
(Yano [13, 14]).

In 1959, Nagano and one of the present authors [18] proved

THEOREM A. If M is a complete Einstein manifold of dimension n>2 admitting
an infinitesimal conformal transformation, then M is isometric to a sphere in an
(n+1.)"dimensional Euclidean space.

Generalizing Theorem A, Obata [7] proved in 1962

THEOREM B. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n^2.
In order for M to admit a non-trivial solution p for the system of partial differ-
ential equations

(1.3) t7jPip=-c2pQjί, c=const.>Q,

it is necessary and sufficient that M be isometric to a sphere of radius l/c in the
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(n+ϊ)"dimensional Euclidean space.

Also in 1962, Goldberg and Kobayashi [2] proved

THEOREM C. If a compact homogeneous Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n*>2 admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation, then M is
isometric to a sphere.

Generalizing Theorem C, Lichnerowicz [6] proved in 1964

THEOREM D. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
K= const, and KjiKjί= const. admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation, then M is isometric to a sphere.

Also generalizing Theorem C, Hsiung [3] proved in 1965

THEOREM E. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
K= const, and KujihKkjίh= const. admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation, then M is isometric to a sphere.

In 1965, Obata and one of the present authors [19] proved

THEOREM F. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^2 with
K= const, admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh: J^Qji
=2pQji, p^ const., and if one of the following conditions is satisfied, then M is
isometric to a shere.

(1) The covariant vector Vi — QihVh is the gradient of a scalar function. (See
also Lichnerowicz [6].)

(2) Kihρί=kρh, where p'l=pjgii and pj=Fjp, k being a constant.
(3) XKji—aQji, a being a scalar function.

We now put

(1.4)

(1. 5) Zw* _

The tensor Gjt measures the deviation of M from being an Einstein space and
Zkjίh that from being the space of constant curvature.

It is easily seen that

(1. 6)

In 1966, one of the present authors [15] proved

THEOREM G. // a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 with K— const, admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transfor-
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mation vh: Xgjt=2pgji, p^ const, such that

(1.7) ( GjipJptdV^Q,
JM

dV being the volume element of M, then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM H. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
scalar curvature K—const, admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transfor-
mation vh such that

(1.8)

or

(1.9)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Theorem H generalizes Theorem D of Lichnerowicz and Theorem E of Hsiung.
The inequality in (1. 7) can be replaced by the equality and we have in fact

THEOREM I. In order that a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold M
of dimension n>2 with scalar curvature K= const, admitting an infinitesimal non-
homothetic conformal transformation vh: <£ga=pgjiy p^ const, be isometric to a
sphere, it is necessary and sufficient that

(1.10)

(See Goldberg [1], Obata [7, 8, 9, 10], Weber and Goldberg [12], Yano [16] and
Yano and Sawaki [20]).

We now introduce the notations

In 1968, the present authors [20] proved

THEOREM J. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
K= const. A=0 admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh

such that

{ I / M _ 1 \k m / γ, _ 1 \

Σ «*( - ̂  ) 4*cr/> + Σ ft ( - ^ΊΓ- Ifc=o \ A / A=O \ A /

where Δ= gSiVjVi, I and m being non-negative integers and ajc and βk constants such
that the sum Σl=o or* and Σ?-o βk are non-negative and not both zero, then M is
isometric to a sphere,
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THEOREM K. Suppose that a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 with K= const. satisfies

(1. 13) aof-aιAf+βog-βι4g=const.,

where a0, alt β0, βι are non-negative constants not all zero such that if n>6,

(1. 14) J^^^ n—

If M admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh:
, p^ const .^ then M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM L. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
K= const. ^Fθ admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh

such that

(1. 15) XXfaof+aJf+βrt+βiΛg^Q,

<*o, «ι, βo, βi being constants not all zero such that

(1. 16)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

We now put

(1. 17) Wjcjίh = aZkjih -\ 3

a and b being constants not both zero. It is easily seen that

(1. 18)

and that, when a+b=0,

(1. 19)

where Cjejth, are covariant components of the Weyl conformal curvature tensor.

The present authors [20] proved

THEOREM M. Suppose that a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 with K= const, admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation
Λ If

(1.20)

a and b being constants not both zero such that a+b^Q, M is isometric to a sphere.

In 1968, Goldberg [1] proved
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THEOREM N. If a Riemannian manifold M is complete, of dimension n>2,
with K= const. >0 and if it admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation vh: f£gj i=2gji, p^ const., then

(1. 21)

where Vj=qjiVi, equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a sphere.

In 1969, one of the present authors [16] proved

THEOREM 0. If M is compact, orientable, of dimension n>2, with K— const.,
and if it admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh:
=2ρgji, p^ const., then

(1.22) n(n-l) KJtp*p*dV^K* p*dV,
J M JM

equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a sphere.

In 1959, Ishihara and Tashiro [5] proved

THEOREM P. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 admits
a non-homothetic function p such that

(1.23) Fj7ίp=^Δpgji,

then M is conformal to a sphere in an (n+V)-dimensional Euclidean space.

Using Theorem P, one of the present authors [17] proved

THEOREM Q. If M is a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold of
dimension n>2 and admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation vh: c£gji=2pgji,
p^ const. such that

(1. 24) _CK=0

and

then M is conformal to a a sphere.

THEOREM R. If M is a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold of
dimension n>2 and admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transfor-
mation vh: J?Qji=2pgji, p 3= const, such that

(1. 26)
' " l — ̂ fgV Kptp*dV,
^n—\
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or

(1.27) !

' n - l J M

then M is conformal to a sphere.

In 1965, Tashiro [11] proved (See also Ishihara [4])

THEOREM S. If a complete Riemannian manifold M admits a complete non-
isometric concircular infinitesimal transformation vh, that is, a vector field satisfying

__ _ 1
n

then M is a locally Euclidean space or is isometric to a sphere. In the former
case, the vector field is homothetic.

If we use this theorem, the conclusion in Theorem Q and R can be replaced
by that the manifold is isometric to a sphere. We owe this remark to Professor
Tashiro.

In almost all theorems mentioned above, one assumes that scalar curvature of
the manifold is constant.

The main purpose of the present paper is to generalize some of these theorems
to the case in which the scalar curvature is not necessarily constant.

We assume that the Riemannian manifold we consider is compact and orientable.
If M is not orientable, we have only to take an orientable double covering space
of the manifold.

§ 2. Preliminaries.

Using the Ricci identity, PkPjVfl—7jFkv
fi=Kkji

hvt, which is valid for an arbitrary
vector field vh in M, we can prove

j - — Fίfl'flrydfl* J

'i;, +

Thus assuming M to be compact and orientable and integrating the above
equality, we find, by Green's theorem,
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(2.1)

In particular, when vt is a gradient vector field, that is, when there exists a
scalar function p such that vi=pi=Γip) we have from (2. 1)

,
n

(2.2)

+2

Using the identity

we find from (2. 2)

(2.3)

or using Green's theorem

(2. 4)

n

which is valid for an arbitray scalar function p.
Now for an infinitesimal conformal transformation vh in M, we have

(2. 5) £qsi = VjVi + ViVj = 2pgijy

from which we can deduce

(2. 6)

If a vector field vh in a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold satisfies
(2. 6), then we can conclude from (2. 1)

2
- — Fί^flry* = 0,
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which shows that (2. 6) is a necessary and sufficient condition for vh to be an
infinitesimal conformal transformation in a compact Riemannian manifold M. (See,
for example, Yano [14]).

We shall need in the sequel the formula

(2. 7) AUF)-j:(ΔF)=2pΔF-(n-2)pΨίF,

which is valid for an arbitrary function F and for an infinitesimal conformal
transformation vh. The formula will be proved by using (2. 6) and

(2. 8)

From (2. 7), we have for F=K

from which

«-2

_ n+2,
2 JM

by virtue of Green's theorem, or

Γ 2 Γ
(2. 9) \ p*ΔKdV= 7: \

}M n+2 JM

From (2. 5), we find

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12) XK= -2(n-V)Δp-2pK.

These formulas will be proved by applying well known formulas on Lie deriva-
tives:

and
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(See, for example, Yano [14]).
From (2. 10), (2. 11) and (2. 12), we find

(2. 13)

and

(2. 14)

Using (2. 13) and Xgji = —2pg^9 we have

or

(2. 15) GyίFy - - 7^2

by virtue of Gjigji=0.
On the other hand, we have

P^Gjφp*) =(PJGjύpp* + Gjtptp*

from which, taking account of (2. 15) and

(2.16) ^Gy^—

we find

Integrating this over M, we obtain

or

(2. 17) G, ίl0>^F= 2ί°2GyίG'ί+ ^ (G '̂4) + ~ ̂ ^ V>

(2.18) ϊ
JM
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by virtue of (2. 9).
Taking account of (2.14), we have

2_
n

or

(2.19) GjiFV=--i

by virtue of Gy^*=0 and
On the other hand, we have

by virtue of (2. 16) and (2. 19), from which

0=C \
JM\_ A

or

(2.20)

or

(2.21)

by virtue of (2. 9).
For the Lie derivative J?Wkjih of JF*jtΛ defined by (1. 17), we have

= 2apZkjih H -- — (ffkhGji — gjhGu + GkhQji —
Ύl — Δ

(2. 22)
2
—
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by virtue of (2. 13), (2. 14) and

Using (2. 22), we have

or

(2. 23)

On the other hand, we have

8(tf+Z02Fy(Gy^^^

and consequently

by virtue of (2. 16) and (2. 23), from which

0= jj J^^ (α+δ)>Ψί#+8(α +δ)2G^^

or

(2. 24)

=(
J Λf

or

by virtue of (2. 9), or

(2. 25)
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§ 3. A generalization of Theorem H.

For an infinitesimal conformal transformation vh, we have from (2. 12)

(3 1} Δ^=-^κ-w=
Substituting this into (2. 3), we find

from which

(3. 2)

+ ( fain- —dpgi^(vi(f- — Δpιii
t }dV=Q.

JM\ % / \ ^ /

Substituting (2. 9) into (3. 2), we find

and consequently

(3.3)

Substituting (2. 18) into (3. 3), we find

- Jpod F=0,
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or

(3.4)

or

(3.5)

where we have used

pFdV=( — (PiV*)FdV = -~( XFdV
j M n n JM

for an arbitrary function F.
Thus, applying Theorem S of Tashiro, we have

THEOREM 3. 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

nκ\ A r(r r» n~2 .irλ ι(3. 6) J^C(Gίt& - —^ΛK) +

then M is isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n> 2 admits
an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that one of the
following conditions is satisfied:

(3. 8) JCK=Q, J:JC(GHG» - —^ ΔK} =o,

(3. 9) j:K=0, X^GjiG* - ̂ =| ΔK} -0,

(3.10) ΛK=Q, GjiG* - ^—^ ΔK=const.,
n+2

then M is isometric to a sphere.
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COROLLARY 2. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 and
with constant scalar curvature K admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation vh such that one of the following conditions is satisfied'.

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3. 13) GjiG^= const.,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Now substituting (2. 21) into (3. 3), we find

or

\dV
j a i L Z ' ' Q ( - nψ,-\-'Δ) n-\ 'Δ j

(3.14)

\}

or

(3.15)

Thus, applying Theorem S of Tashiro, we have

THEOREM 3. 2. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

(3.16)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
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(3.17) X(Z^Z^- -±-4κ) + $g%4j:K=

/o 1 Q\ n TiΓ C\ f nl V 'Fkiih ? ΛTΓ \ ί\(o. lo) j;A=ϋ, JLJL\ έkjih* J rrr^ =υ»\ n+Δ /

/ 4
(3.19) j:K= 0, X (ZkjihZ

kίίh ^.
\ n+2

(3.20) J:K=Q,

M ί5 isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY 2. Tjf ίz compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
and with constant scalar curvature K admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic con-
formal transformation vh such that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(3. 22)

(3. 23) ZkjίhZ^ih = const.,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

§4. A generalization of Theorem M.

Substituting (2. 25) into (3. 3), we find

or

-—40g'«)d7=0,
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or

\ 0*wt,,hw*Jtk—— r\ - C(Wt.--*Wk3lh')-\ n Δ( Γ/Π
Ll_2(tf+&)2 p Wk3*W n-L\%(a+bγ-L{Wk3lhW )+ n(n+2) (~LΆ)

(4.1)

Vjpt - -Δpgλ (?!(? - — ΔpgAdV=0.
n / \ n i

Thus, applying Theorem S of Tashiro, we obtain

THEOREM 4. 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 admits
an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

(4 2)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that one
of the following conditions is satisfied:

(4 3) w^wkm^
(4. 4)

(4. 5) J:K=O, j: Ww w^ίh - ~- ΔK =o,

-
(4. 6) j:K=0, WkjihW^ih- 2 ΔK=const.,

then M is isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY 2. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 and
with constant scalar curvature K admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation vh such that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4. 9) Wkjίh W
kjίh = const.,

then M is isometric to a sphere,
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§5. Generalizations of Theorem F, (2), (3).

We prove

THEOREM 5. 1. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n^
and admit an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

and

k being a constant such that

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. We have

) - nkp2 + p2K,

by virtue of

and

Thus, by Green's theorem,

( p2KdV=nk( p2dV.
JM JM

Substituting

obtained from (2. 12) and XfiT=0, into the above equation, we find

-(n-l)( pdpdV=nk( p2dV,
JM JM

(5.1)

(Λ-l)ί pip
ίdV=nk( p2dV.

JM JM
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Now, from (2. 4), we have

from which

Substituting (5. 1) into this equation, we find

or

Thus under the assumptions of the theorem, we can conclude

t7jpi-— dp gjί = Q
n

which proves the theorem.

We also prove

THEOREM 5. 2. // a complete Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2
admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. From (2. 13) and the assumption of the theorem, we have

and consequently Theorem S of Tashiro proves the theorem.

§ 6. Generalizations of Theorems J, K and L.

We prove

THEOREM 6. 1. If a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 and
with K^Q admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such
that
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and

where I and m are non-negative integers, a^ and βκ constants such that ΣLo α* and
ΣΓ=o βk are non-negative and not both zero, and

for a scalar function F, then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. When XRΓ=0, we have from (2. 12)

n-l .P— — ΔP

and consequently

= -(»-D - FΔpdV= -(n-

for a scalar function F, or

( pFdV=(-n+l)(
JM JM

(6.1)

PΔ
kFdV.

M

From (3. 4), we have
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by virtue of (6. 1).
Thus multiplying these equations by 2(n— 2)α0, 2(n— 2)«ι, •••, 2(n—2)aι re-

spectively and adding all the equations thus obtained, we find

(6. 2)

We also have from (3. 14)

by virtue of (6.1).
Thus multiplying these equations by 8/30, 8/3ι, •••, 8/3m respectively and adding

all the equations thus obtained, we find
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(6.3)

Adding (6. 2) and (6. 3), we obtain

(6. 4) + Σ(-n+i)«βJ*(j:g - -^^K] \]

+ |~2(«-Z) Σ α* + 8 Σ
L t=o *=o

Thus under the assumptions of the theorem, we have from (6. 4)

dv

which proves the theorem by virtue of Theorem S of Tashiro.
We next prove

THEOREM 6. 2. Suppose that a compact Rϊemannian manifold M of dimension
n>2 and with K^O satisfies

(6. 5) aQf-a^ +β»g-βιd-j =const.,

where ao,aι,β0,βι are non-negative constants not all zero such that if n>6

If M admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh

such that

(6. 7)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. Since XfiΓ=0, we have from (2. 12)

^-(Λ-l) — 4o.

Thus we have, for an arbitrary function F,
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pj:FdV=-(n-ΐ)( Δp^
f JJί A

by virtue of
Thus, taking account of (2. 7), we have

and consequently

Now substituting (2. 7) into (3. 2), that is,

^ [G^V+ -̂  /Af f f j ί F+

we find

(6. 9)

Substituting (6. 8) in which F=f into (6. 9), we find

IK *ϊ
(6. 10)

Substituting (2. 20) into (3. 2), we find

(6.11)

Substituting (6. 8) in which F=g into (6. 11), we find
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(6.12)

Thus multiplying (6.9) by α0, (6.10) by «ι/(w-l), (6.11) by /30, (6.12) by
βιl(n—l) and adding the equations obtained, we find

IK- +

According to the assumption, we put

- =c (const.),

from which

(6. 14)

and consequently (6. 13) becomes

(6.15)

+ {(«-?)(«, + ̂ ) +4(/fc + -jA.) } J^r^- i

On the other hand, from (6. 14), we have by integration,

0=ί (cbf+βogϊdV-Λ dV,
JM JM

which shows that

c^O.

Also we have from (2. 9)
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and consequently equation (6. 15) gives

Vjpί-—
n

which proves the theorem.

We next prove

THEOREM 6. 3. // a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension n>2 with
K>Q admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that

(β. 16)

(6. 17)

oco,(Xι, βo, βi being constants not all zero such that

(6. 18) 4(w-l)α:o^(^ + β)

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. We have from (6. 8)

(, «,

On the other hand, we have

and consequently (6. 19) becomes

(6. 20)

l^/rfF=-(»-l)^^

Similarly we have
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(6. 21)

P*gdV-(n-l)(n+2)( p^-^dV.
JM A

Now, from (6. 9), we have

(6. 22)

Substituting (6. 20) into (6. 21), we obtain

f Γ n+6 n-l I f \ («-l)(«+2) , / 1
lh(^^--27^

(6. 23)

From (6.11) we have

(6. 24)

Substituting (6. 21) into (6. 24), we obtain

S \~n+6 , n—1 .( g
\~oΓ P 9 oΓP-C^irML o 0 \ A

(6. 25)

Multiplying (6. 22) by α0, (6. 23) by _αι/(Λ-l), (6. 24) by ±β*l(n-2)9 (6. 25) by
βι/(« —!)(«— 2) and adding the results thus obtained, we find

2/30 "

(6. 26)

"ώαι + ̂ "o^i|i^
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We have here

by virtue of (2. 9), XK=Q and J?ΛK=Q, and

I _ n+6 I n+2
a

n—l 4(w—1) n—l

1 Λ . w-6 Λ 1

tfo, «ι, A), βi not being zero at the same time, and consequently

1 4 Λ 4 Λ Λ

thus (6. 26) gives

1 __

^
which proves the theorem.

§ 7. Generalizations of Theorems I, N, 0, Q and R.

We prove

THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that M is a compact and orient able Riemannian mani-
fold of dimension n>2 and with scalar curvature K and admits an infinitesimal
non-homothetic conformal transformation vh such that XK=0. Then in order for
M to be isometric to a sphere, it is necessary and sufficient that

Proof. Since the necessity is evident, we prove the sufficiency. When
we have from (3. 2)

Thus, from the assumption, we can conclude that

which proves the theorem.
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THEOREM 7. 2. If M is a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n^2
with scalar curvature K and admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal
transformation vh: f£gji=2ρgjil p^ const. such that J?K=Q, then

equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. We have

from which

But since JCK=Q, we have from (2. 12)

and consequently

equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 7. 3. If M is a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold of
dimension n>2 with the scalar curvature K and admits an infinitesimal non-
homothetic conformal transformation vh: c£gji=2pQji, p^ const, such that
then

-ΐ)( KjiptpidV^ p2K2dV,
JΛf JM

In-

equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. Since XfiΓ=0, we have

and consequently, we have, from (2. 4),

ίh^';-^^HrfF+l^
from which
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equality holding if and only if

that is, M is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 7. 4. If M is a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n>2
and admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation such that

or

then M is isometric to a sphere.

Proof. The first part of the theorem is a special case of Corollary 1 to Theo-
rem 3. 1 and the second part is a special case of Theorem 3. 2.
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